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Thank you for both of your letters of the 8th both of which wereOstmarked the 11th. 
As I believe I said in my letter to you, it is not safe-for me to travel, I was not 

a; that COPA meeting to hdl. the board member who spoke there, and had been told incor- 
r.ctly that it was "1-. raff. 

Thanks for enclosing a copy of Mr. Tunheim's speech to COPA. Perhaps he was being 
-eful when he said that POIA is not working to release many assassination records 
t from my experience it is not-the Act that is not working, it is the agencies that 
do not comply with it. 

I hope the board interprets its responsibility to provide a record to include a 
cord of each document withheld by all agencies, for the future. They are adept in 
thholdine improperly. 

When you get wound to reqyiring an accounting of destroyed assassination records 
hope you will be awash of the controlling regulations as of the time of destr4uction 

Fjj 	ifta have a file drawer of those regulations and we took deposition testimony about some-) 
one of my FOIE suits. For your information at least one of the CIA's MexicdCity tapes 

s not destroyed before the assassination.. 
I regret, of course, that it took so long for my letters to Hr. Irraff to reach him 

rr 
om so short a distance away and .aeti aMrprised that despite the time between them they 
th reached him the same day the next month. The ArchiveS did not seem to want to get 

those lettere to him in a hurry. 

I hope you are correct in saying that Dr. Graff and all the members of the board 
f ,vor the broadest possible release because several have been quoted as saying what is 
not consistent with that. That is, of course, the intent of the law and it represents 
tie national need. 

If I can be of n y help, as I believe I can, I'll do all I can to be of help. 
You refer to the "expertise" of the "researclieCommunity." That is an area in which 

I urge you to be really satisfied that the "research; and "expertise" relate to reality. 
I urge caution in particular if you use publdshed books for background and understanding 

the fact of the assassination and its investigations. I pu have not yet learned it, 
tle solutione or the FIII and the Secret Service are not the same as those of the Commission. 


